Purpose of Session

- OOR prototyping is now occurring
  - Several deployed instances
  - Uploaded ontologies
  - Experiments with federation

- Revisit the requirements and use cases for the OOR in light of these experiences
  - OOR Requirements are on a wiki page
  - Use Case Descriptions are available
Session Organization

- Introduction
- Panel Presentations
  - Todd Schneider
  - Matthew Hettinger
  - Ken Baclawski & Máximo Gurméndez
- Open Discussion
OOR Requirements

- Currently scattered in several locations
- Ontology Summit 2008 sessions on rationale, expectations and requirements:
  - Session on 27 March 2008
  - Session on 3 April 2008
- Wiki page at OpenOntologyRepository_Requirement
- Session on longer term issues on 6 August 2009
- OOR Sandbox and OOR Requirements Session on 15 October 2010
Panelists

- Todd Schneider: **Review of the goals, assumptions, principles and core requirements**
- Matthew Hettinger: **Use cases and requirements for the OOR (and SIO) in the enterprises *as* systems collaborative work environment**
- Ken Baclawski & Máximo Gurméndez: **Quality and gatekeeping use cases for the OOR**